《The Mysterious CEO》
44 'sWill you wait for me?'s
Health care Hospital
When Song Tianxin woke up with a headache, it was already close to noon, then she
saw an unfamiliar ceiling of the room. She was trying to remember that last night and
how would she end up here? Slowly, she started to remember last night.
"You have wakened?" Mo Jinnan came with the bags in his hands.
He kept the bags and moved towards Song Tianxin to check whether she still had a
fever or not, but she slapped his hand and shouted: "Don't touch me".
Mo Jinnan knew that she hated him for abandoning her, but he still cared for her, even
if she used harsh words. Therefore, he still ignored her and touched her forehead, as a
result, she enraged at him "I say don't touch me, you bas***".
After ensuring that she didn't have a fever, he retreated his hand and went towards
bags and said calmly "I have brought some porridge for you, have some".

Song Tianxin smile sarcastically "Bring that f****** porridge to your fiancée, I sure
she will like it".

Mo Jinnan still ignored her and took out the container from the bag and put it on the
bedside table and calmly replied "Sure I will do that, but first why don't you eat it?"
"Get Out" Song Tianxin was seriously angry on him.
"Sure will do that too, but first have porridge and answer some of my questions?" Mo
Jinnan calmly said and sat on the sofa, as he was still maintained his patience. If there
was somebody else, then he would surely have killed that person till now.
Song Tianxin knew what questions Mo Jinnan was going to ask, but she was not in the
mood to answer his any questions.
Song Tianxin can't take this anymore so she got off from the bed and made her way to

out, but the door was locked from outside.
She pounded hard her hands on the doors and yelled: "Open the doooooorrrrr".
"Don't waste your energy. Come back eat your porridge" Mo Jinnan voice was
resonated within the room walls.
"I know what you wanted to ask, that what was I doing with the Young Master Qian?
So the answer is yes, I have decided to be his mistress and you have no…" Song
Tianxin shouted at the top of her lungs.
At that instant, Mo Jinnan interrupted her "Will you wait for me?"
Song Tianxin was startled, she wasn't able to believe that what she just heard "What
did you just say?"
"You heard right. I don't know the exact time, maybe it will take days, weeks, months
or..... maybe years. Think carefully"
Song Tianxin knew that Young Master Qian was interested in her. Therefore she took
this opportunity and went to the bar with Young Master Qian. She knew that Mo
Jinnan would be there, and luckily, she saw that Si Li already saw her with another
man, therefore she took the risk and drank that wine of glass in which Mr Qian put
drug.
Since the last one year, she tried a lot, but Mo Jinnan didn't change his mind and now
when she succeeded, he was still telling her 'Think carefully that whether she would be
able to wait for him or not ".
Tears started to fall on her cheeks and she replied in a hoarse voice "Yes…Yes… I
will wait for you".
"It will take some time, are you okay with that?" Mo Jinnan again confirmed.
Song Tianxin nodded her head "Yes".

